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Abstract
Upcoming large astronomical surveys are expected to capture
an unprecedented number of strong gravitational lensing systems
in the Universe. Deep learning is emerging as a promising practical
tool in detection and quantification of these galaxy-scale image
distortions. However, absence of large quantities of representa-
tive data from current astronomical surveys requires development
of robust forward modeling of synthetic lensing images. Using
a realistic and unbiased sample of the strong lenses created by
using state-of-the-art extragalactic catalogs, we train a modular
deep learning pipeline for uncertainty-quantified detection and
modeling with intermediate image processing components for de-
noising and deblending the lensing systems. We demonstrate a
higher degree of interpretability and controlled systematics due to
domain-specific task modules that are trained with different stages
of synthetic image generation. For lens detection and modeling, we
obtain semantically meaningful latent spaces that separate classes
and provide uncertainty estimates that explain the misclassified
images and provide uncertainty bounds on the lens parameters.
In addition, we obtain an improved performance—lens detection
(classification) improved from 82% with the baseline to 94%, while
the lens modeling (regression) accuracy improved by 25% over the
baseline model.
Keywords
Strong Gravitational Lensing, Variational information bottleneck,
Representation learning, Residual networks, Denoising, Deblending,
Uncertainty quantification.
1 Introduction
Gravitational lensing is the phenomenon by which light rays are
deflected as they traverse through curved space caused by the pres-
ence of massive astrophysical objects. In the present era of precision
cosmology, gravitational lensing has become a powerful probe in
many areas of astrophysics and cosmology, from stellar to cosmo-
logical scales. Galaxy-galaxy strong lensing (GGSL) is a particular
case of gravitational lensing in which the background source and
foreground lens are both galaxies and the lensing system is suffi-
cient to distort images of sources into arcs or even rings, depending
on the relative angular position of the two objects. Since the discov-
ery of the first GGSL system in 1988 [20], many valuable scientific
applications have been realized, such as studying galaxy mass den-
sity profiles [29, 44, 46], detecting galaxy substructure [7, 21, 50],
measuring cosmological parameters [12, 42, 47], investigating the
nature of high redshift galaxies [8, 15, 43], and constraining the
properties of self-interacting dark matter candidates [18, 28, 45].
With the capabilities of the next-generation telescopes such as
the LSST,1 and Euclid2 the number of known GGSLs is expected
to increase by several orders of magnitude [11]. The forthcom-
ing enormous datasets necessitate an analysis of GGSLs by using
automated procedures that operate efficiently and reliably, rely-
ing on the high uniformity and quality of the datasets. To this
end, several algorithms have been developed to detect GGSLs in
image data by recognizing arclike features and the presence of
Einstein rings [9, 16, 24, 37]. More recently, efforts to automate
GGSL-detection have turned to machine learning (ML), in particu-
lar deep learning (DL) algorithms, given their strong performance
in image recognition tasks. For instance, the strong gravitational
lens detection challenge [33] proved the relative success of applying
various ML techniques for automated detection of GGSL systems
[6, 9, 19, 23, 30, 36, 41] in comparison with traditional feature ex-
traction techniques. Hezaveh et al. [22] and Pearson et al. [39] have
shown the feasibility and reliability of utilizing DL to model strong
lenses as an efficient alternative to traditional parametric methods.
Perreault-Levasseur et al. [40] presented details about estimating
the posteriors of constrained lensing parameters by using a DL
method; Morningstar et al [34, 35] demonstrated the possibility
of utilizing ML and DL techniques to reconstruct source galax-
ies in GGSLs. However, the preprocessing of the original images,
for example, deblending and denoising with ML, are still in their
infancy.
In this paper, we address this growing need for automated analy-
sis of GGSLs in two steps. First, we create a dataset of 120,000 simu-
lated images (60,000 GGSLs and 60,000 non-GGSLs) using a catalog
of GGSLs and a state-of-the-art semi-analytic catalog of galaxies
(cosmoDC2; [27]) into a strong lensing simulation program named
PICS [31]. Second, we develop a modular deep learning pipeline for
automated lens detection and modeling for GGSLs. It consists of
1 https://www.lsst.org/ 2 https://www.euclid-ec.org/
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four modules: denoising, deblending, lens detection, and lens mod-
eling. We adopt deep residual network (ResNet)-based architectures
for denoising the original pixelized images and removing the lens
light in the deblending module. The lens detection and modeling
modules perform classification and regression, respectively, and
are modeled by adopting the variational information bottleneck
(VIB) framework [4]. The use of VIB in such a context is a key con-
tribution of our work. Although the VIB approach has been used in
multiple works [52], its potential is unexplored for real-world sci-
ence applications where interpretability and generalizability are as
important as the accuracy of the model predictions. The VIB model
is a critical component of our modular framework for understand-
ing the functionality and robustness of the learning process of each
module from the perspective of a domain scientist. We demonstrate
that the VIB model outperforms deep residual network models in
terms of accuracy using far fewer parameters and is able to learn
an interpretable latent space for both lens detection and modeling
tasks. The latent space for classification learns a good representa-
tion that can separate classes, as well as put more uncertainty on
the misclassified images, which match the physical intuition. For
regression, we demonstrate that the representation learned by VIB
is more amenable to regression tasks than using unsupervised di-
mension reduction methods, without a significant drop in accuracy.
We note that classical probabilistic approaches have been explored
to a great extent in the strong lensing community because the ob-
servations from telescopes are typically noisy and hence require
the use of uncertainty quantification. Deep learning approaches, on
the other hand, are increasingly being adopted to studying strong
lensing because of their good modeling accuracy. However, they
pose interpretability and trust challenges. The VIB is a promising
approach in this direction where probabilistic learning is combined
with deep learning in a single learnable framework.
We demonstrate that our modular deep learning pipeline pro-
vides significant improvement over a nonmodular end-to-end deep
learning model, with the former’s classification accuracy being 94%
as opposed to 82% of the latter. A similar trend was seen for the
lens modeling module, where the accuracy improved by 25%. In
addition we found that the lens detection module produces a latent
space that separates the two classes when tested on the simulation
inputs, while showing higher uncertainty around the misclassified
images when the output from the deblending module is fed to the
classifier.
2 Data Generation
Currently, only a few hundred observed GGSLs are available
[49]. This amount of data is insufficient to train and evaluate deep
learning models for searching and modeling thousands of GGSLs, a
difficulty that is exacerbated by need for training data for denoising
and deblending. Therefore, we created a synthetic dataset that
includes 60k GGSLs and 60K non-GGSLs. Of these, 54k GGSLs and
54k non-GGSLs are adopted as training data for the pipeline, and the
other 12k images are used as test data to quantify the generalization
performance of it.
Simulations of GGSLs comprise six steps: (1) create populations
of lenses and sources according to the given statistical properties
of GGSLs; (2) build mass and light models of foreground lenses; (3)
calculate deflection fields of the lenses; (4) construct light profiles
of background source galaxies; (5) run ray-tracing simulations to
create strongly lensed images based on the deflection fields and
light profile of sources; and (6) stack the lensed images and the
foreground images of lenses, and add the telescope noise as well as
the point spread function blurring.
The populations of lenses and sources are built upon a catalog
of strong lenses [11] (hereafter, Collett15) and a state-of-the-art
extragalactic catalog [27]. Collett15 provides the mass models and
simple light models of both lens and source galaxies, and cosmoDC2
provides more realistic light profiles of galaxies containing bulges
and disks. To create the inputs for our strong lensing simulation
program (named PICS) [31] by connecting the mass profiles from
Collett15 and light profiles from cosmoDC2, we cross-match the
apparent magnitudes, axis ratios, position angles, and redshifts
of the galaxies from Collett15 and CosmoDC2. In principle, if we
model a lens galaxy as a smooth ellipsoid, the corresponding GGSL
can be described completely by using lensing strength, axis ratio,
and position angle. To create a balanced dataset, we sample these
three parameters following flat distributions [39].
The mass model of an individual lens galaxy is a singular isother-
mal ellipsoid (SIE) as adopted in Collett15. This model not only
is analytically tractable but also has been found to be consistent
with models of individual lenses and lens statistics on length scales
relevant for strong lensing [14, 17, 26]. Accordingly, the deflection
maps can be given by the parameters of the positions, velocity dis-
persions, axis ratios, position angles, and redshifts of lenses as well
as the redshifts of source galaxies, namely, {x1, x2, σv, ql, ϕl, zl, zs }.
Since {x1, x2 } can be fixed to {0, 0} by centering the cutouts at the
lens galaxies and the lensing strength (i.e., Einstein radius) can be
given by Rein = 4π (σv/c)2D(zl, zs )/D(zs ), the parameter array can be
simplified as {Rein, ql, ϕl }. Here, c is the speed of light, and D(zl, zs )
and D(zs ) are the angular diameter distance from the deflector to
the source and from the observer to the source, respectively.
To achieve the corresponding images of the lenses and sources in
a given lensing system with {Rein, ql, ϕl }, we match it to Collett15
with the properties of {Rein, ql, ϕl } to find the redshifts, effective
radii, and apparent magnitudes in [g,r,i]-bands of lens and source
galaxies separately, namely, {zl, Reffl , maд[д,r ,i ]l } and {zs, Reffs , maд[д,r ,i ]s }.
By extracting information from cosmoDC2, we include morpholog-
ical properties of bulges and disks of the galaxies in Collett15. A
process of cross-match between {z, Reff, maд[д,r ,i ] } of the galaxies
in Collett15 and cosmoDC2 is implemented to assign properties of
bulges and disks to the corresponding galaxies. Furthermore, the
projected positions of sources in the lensing system are randomly
chosen in the area where lensing magnifications are larger than 5
on the source plane. Based on the matched information, we first
generate strong lensing images without noise and point spread
function (PSF) blurring.
Noise and PSF then are used to make the images realistic by
utilizing the models of a ground-based telescope from [11, 13]. The
noise model is a mix between read noise, which is a Gaussian-
like noise, and shot noise, which is a Poisson-like noise that can
be calculated according to the flux in the pixelized images. The
PSF model is also a Gaussian function with different full width at
half maximum in [д, r, i]-bands. Examples of the mock data are
shown in Fig. 2. The non-lensing systems are generated in the same
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Figure 1: Deep learning pipeline for analysis of galaxy-scale
strong lensed systems.
way except that the strong lensing effects have been removed by
considering the deflection angles as zeros.
3 Deep Learning Pipeline for Training and
Inference
The deep learning pipeline proposed in this work consists of
four modules—denoising, source separation (deblending), lens de-
tection (classification), and lens modeling (regression)—as shown
in Fig. 1. A typical noisy observation from a telescope would be
the input to this pipeline. The denoising module removes the noise
without affecting the background galaxy or the foreground lensed
light. The denoised images are then passed through the deblending
module to remove the foreground lensed light and output the image
with just the background galaxy. This background galaxy image is
then passed through the lens detection module, which determines
whether an image contains a lensed or an unlensed galaxy. All the
galaxies that are labeled as lensed are then passed through the lens
modeling module to identify its characteristics. A modular frame-
work is necessary for our study because each module by itself is
complex enough that it should be separately validated via paramet-
ric variations. Moreover, having individual modules is critical for
interpretability and incorporating different hierarchies of domain
knowledge into each module’s model and training without affecting
other modules. We describe below each of the four modules.
3.1 Denoising and Deblending
Denoising is an image restoration approach used to recover a
clean image from a noisy observation. Traditionally, image denois-
ing has been posed as an inverse problem, where optimization
approaches and special-purpose regularizers (known as image pri-
ors) have been used [5]. Recently, deep-learning-based approaches
have been increasingly adopted and are emerging as state-of-the-
art [32, 53] algorithms for image denoising.We adopt a deep residual
network-based enhanced deep super-resolution (EDSR) architec-
ture [32], which was developed for a specific type of image restora-
tion known as super resolution. Since the inputs and the outputs for
denoising have the same resolution, we removed the up-sampling
layer from the EDSR architecture. This layer was composed of 16
residual blocks each containing two convolutional layers and a
ReLU nonlinear activation function. The convolution layers use 33
kernels and 256 feature channels.
The deblending module serves to decouple the lensed light and
the source galaxy from the observations. This module adopts the
same modified EDSR architecture that was used for the denois-
ing module. The reason is that the source separation is also an
image-to-image task that takes the images with coupled source and
foreground galaxies as input and outputs the corresponding lensed
or nonlensed source galaxy that is separated from the foreground
lens.
The denoising and the deblending modules essentially prepro-
cess the images in the pipeline to enhance the lens searching and
modeling tasks farther down the pipeline. Performance of these
modules, especially when they are used for inference, is dependent:
the output of one feeds as the input to the next module. To that end,
we evaluate three strategies: (1) end-to-end training, where a single
model is trained such that its input is the noisy blended image
and its output is the deblended image from the simulation data; (2)
modular training, where the denoising and the deblending models
are trained separately; and (3) joint training, where the denoising
and deblending models are trained jointly by passing the output of
denoising model as the input to deblending model. Here, the loss
function is a weighted combination of their individual losses.
We use the L1 loss to train the denoising and the deblending mod-
els, then employ the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) to evaluate
the denoising and deblending accuracy.
3.2 Lens Detection
The lens detection module is a classification module that is used
to detect the lensing systems from the source separated images. In
particular, each of the observed images needs to be classified as ei-
ther a lensed or a unlensed system. We use the VIB approach to clas-
sification, which provides a unified framework for representation
learning and predictive modeling and compared its performance
with Resnet-50 model. We evaluate the classification model using
the commonly used mean classification accuracy metric (mean over
the two classes), area under the receiver operating characteristic
curve (ROC-AUC), and precision and recall metrics. Uncertainty
in the classifier predictions is quantified by using the entropy and
rate metrics [3].
3.3 Lens modeling
The lens modeling module is a regression module that takes the
source separated galaxy and predicts its characteristics: Einstein
radius, axis ratio, and position angle. We transform the axis ratio
and position angle to two components of the complex ellipticity
because of the degeneracy between the axis ratio and position
angle of a given lens. For instance, the combinations of {q, ϕ }
and {1/q, ϕ + π /2} present the same morphology of an ellipsoid,
which leads to unreasonable scatters inmodeling GGSLswith CNNs.
The complex ellipticities e1 and e2 also avoid problems due to the
periodicity of position angles.
The ability to quantify prediction uncertainty in addition to the a
point estimate is critical for validation purposes, to understand the
impact of error sources (degraded quality of input data due to PSF,
foreground objects, atmospheric conditions, detector noise) and
modeling uncertainties (insufficient size, quality and biases in the
training samples, and uncertainties associated with the network).
We adopt and evaluate two strategies for lens modeling: VIB and a
Resnet-101 model whose last dense layer is replaced by a stochastic
denseFlipout layer.
3.4 Variational Information Bottleneck
The VIB approach is a variational approximation to the infor-
mation bottleneck (IB) principle [48] proposed by [4]. Considering
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a joint distribution P (X , Y ) of the input variable X and the corre-
sponding target variable Y , the IB principle defines an objective
function that seeks to learn a latent encoding Z that is maximally
expressive about Y while being maximally compressive about X .
This can formally be written as
min
θ
I(Z , Y ; θ ) − β I(X , Z ; θ ) = L, (1)
where I(., .; .) is the mutual information and β ≥ 0 is the Lagrange
multiplier that controls the trade-off between the compressiveness
and the expressiveness of the model. For this reason, several studies
have showed that the latent encoding using this approach leads to
a better generalization capability [2, 4]. The variational approxima-
tion of this objective can be written as
L ≥
∫
dxdydzp(x )p(y |x )p(z |x )loдq(y |z)
− β
∫
dxdzp(x )p(z |x ) log p(z |x )
r (z)
L ≥ 1
N
N∑
n=1
∫
dzp(z |xn ) logq(yn |z) − βp(z |xn ) log p(z |xn )r (z) , (2)
where p(z |xn ) can be modeled by using an encoder and q(yn |z) by
a decoder and r (z) is the prior distribution on z . Following the stan-
dard convention of choosing a Gaussian distribution form for the
encoder and standard Gaussian prior, we can end up with the famil-
iar objective function seen with standard variational autoencoders
but with an additional β factor. This objective could be maximized
by using backpropagation through the reparametrization trick [25].
L ≥ 1
N
N∑
n=1
Eϵ∼p(ϵ ) − logq(yn |f (xn, ϵ ))
+ βKL[p(Z |xn ), r (Z )]. (3)
We note that this approach combines representation learning and
supervised learning in a single trainable framework and the latent
space can give further insights into the model’s learning process
for predicting conditional distributions P (Y |X ), enhancing inter-
pretability. Also, VIB is a doubly stochastic approach in the sense
that both the latent variable (Z) and the target variable (Y) are
treated as random variables [3] as opposed to the deterministic
approaches where only the latter is treated as random variable.
Hence, this approach can be used to obtain uncertainty estimates
on the predictions.
For the lens detection task, the input variable X corresponds
to the source separated galaxy represented as an image while the
target variable Y is the binary class stating whether the image is
of the lensed or the unlensed galaxy. For the lens modeling task,
the input variable X corresponds to the source separated galaxy
represented as an image, while the target variable Y is the three
lens parameters (Einstein radius, axis ratio, and position angle).
Details about the encoder and decoder architectures as well as the
latent space dimensions used in this work are described in Section
4.3.
The rate metric [3] used to assess the uncertainty in the class
label prediction for VIB is defined as
p(Y , Z |X ) =
∫
dXp(X )p(Z |X )q(Y |Z ) ≈ r (Z )q(Y |Z ). (4)
In order to quantify the uncertainty in lens detection VIB model
predictions, the rate metric and entropy are used.
4 Results and Discussion
The simulation model described in Section 2 provides five forms
of data that were used to train the modules in the pipeline: noisy-
blended galaxy images (S1), which represent the noisy observations
from the telescope; noiseless-blended galaxy images (S2), which rep-
resent the scenario where the observed noise is perfectly removed
from S1; noiseless-deblended images (S3), where the background
source galaxy is perfectly separated from the foreground lensed
light; data labels (S4), which indicate whether an image in S3 is
lensed or unlensed; and lens parameters (S5), which describe the
properties of the lensed galaxies. Our goal is to train the denois-
ing, deblending, lens detection, and lens modeling modules of the
pipeline using different forms of simulation data and then use the
trained models for predicting the lens parameters directly from
noisy and blended galaxy images S1.
To evaluate the pipeline, we split the 120K images into 108K
(90%) for training and use the remaining 12K images (10%) to eval-
uate both the training and inference modalities. We refer to the
predicted outputs from the pipeline during training and inference
as Ti | i ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5} and Ii | i ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}, respectively. The sepa-
rate terminology is required in order to differentiate the predicted
outputs from the modules during training and inference. A few
examples of these images are shown in Figure 2.
We adapted the open source implementation of EDSR [32] writ-
ten in PyTorch [38] for denoising and deblending. VIB was imple-
mented for lens detection and lens modeling in PyTorch [38] by
modifying the open source beta-tcvae implementation. The ResNet
architectures for lens detection and modeling are implemented in
TensorFlow [1]. All the models were trained on a single node of
Tesla V100 GPU.
4.1 Denoising and deblending
Here, we compare the end-to-end, modular, and joint training
strategies described in Section 3.1 and show that joint training is
better than the other two.
The three strategies start with the same input S1. In modular
and joint training, input images to the deblending module were
simulated noiseless blended images (S2) and predicted noiseless
blended images (T2), respectively. The end-to-end training does not
have this stage because it takes S1 and outputs predicted noiseless
deblended images (T3) directly. All three model were trained with
the same set of hyperparameter values used in the original EDSR
paper [32]. The number of epochs was set to 200. SInce EDSR trains
by extracting patches randomly from the full image, it can learn
to perform denoising and deblending from the smaller dataset. We
used a subset of 18, 000 images (9, 000 lensed, 9, 000 unlensed), ran-
domly selected from 108K training split to ease the computational
cost of training the model.
The results show that the joint training strategy achieves higher
accuracy and better stability than the modular and end-to-end
training do. The modular training with different denoising and
deblending models led to artifacts in the deblending model due to
a discrepancy in the denoised model prediction (albeit very small).
However, the joint training strategy led the deblending model to
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Table 1: Accuracy metrics for training and inference. S1,S2,S3:
Noisy blended, noiseless blended, and noiseless deblended
simulation data; S4: Data labels that indicate whether S3
is lensed or unlensed; S5: Lens parameters that describe
the properties of the lensed galaxies; T2,T3: output from
the denoising and deblending module respectively in the
training modality; T4, I4: data labels predicted by the lens
detection module in the training and inference modality
respectively;T5, I5: Lens parameters predicted by the lens
modeling module in the training and inference modality re-
spectively.
(a) PSNR metrics for denoising and deblending on 12000 test split im-
ages (the training and inference modality is same in this case because
we adopted the joint training stategy for denoising and deblending).
Train/Infer Modality PSNR
Denoising
S1 vs. S2 22.89
S2 vs. T2 45.66
Deblending
S2 vs. S3 13.63
S3 vs. T3 32.69
(b) Training and Inference - Classification metrics on 12000 test split
images
Training Modality Mean acc AU-ROC Prec, Rec
T4(using S1) vs. S4 (ResNet50) 0.82 0.81 0.78 , 0.74
T4 vs. S4 (ResNet50) 0.99 0.99 0.99 , 0.99
T4 vs. S4 (VIB) 0.99 0.99 0.99 , 0.99
Inference Modality Mean acc AU-ROC Prec, Rec
I4 vs. S4 (ResNet50) 0.93 0.96 0.93, 0.92
I4 vs. S4 (VIB) 0.94 0.97 0.94, 0.93
(c) Training and Inference - Accuracy metrics on 6000 lensed subset of
test split images
Baseline MAE-ResNet101
T5(using S1) vs. S5 0.08 -
Training Modality MAE-VIB MAE-R101+DF
T5 vs. S5 0.01 0.09
Inference Modality MAE-VIB MAE-R101+DF
I5 vs. S5 0.06 0.11
become robust to this discrepancy. For the end-to-end training
strategy, the model quickly diverged, and its prediction results
were poor. A few sample outputs from the denoising and deblending
model are shown in Fig. 2
The accuracy metrics for the joint training strategy are shown
in Table 1a. In the case of denoising, we first calculate the PSNR
value of the difference between S1 and S2, whose mean value across
the test data split is 22.89. The low value of PSNR demonstrates the
significant difference between the noisy and noiseless simulation
data. This motivates the need for training a model to remove this
noise. To this end, we compared the denoising model prediction
(T2) with the same ground truth (S2) on the test data split and found
the PSNR value to be 45.66. This demonstrates that the denoising
model has learned to remove the noise.
Similarly, for the deblending case, we compared S2 with S3, whose
mean value on the test data split is seen to be 13.63. The low PSNR
value indicates a significant difference between the blended and
the deblended images, which is expected since the latter contains
only the background galaxy in the image. We also compared the
deblending module prediction (T3) with the same ground truth (S3)
and found the PSNR value on the test data split i to be 32.69. Yhis
indicates a good recovery of the source galaxy by deblending.
Since we adopted the joint training strategy for denoising and
deblending, where the output of the denoising module is used as
input to the deblending module, both the training and the inference
modalities are equivalent in this case.!"
!#
$#
!%
$%
Figure 2: First row: noisy blended data from the simula-
tion (S1); Second row: noiseless blended simulation data (S2);
Third row: output from the denoising module at inference
(I2); Fourth row: noiseless deblended simulation data (S3);
Fifth row: output from the deblending model (I3);
4.2 Lens Detection
We adopted the VIB approach described in Section 3.3 for lens
detection. The encoder in the VIB model consists of 6 convolutional
layers with batch normalization between each of the layers, with
the output from the last layer corresponding to twice the latent
dimension (to model the mean and standard deviation) of the latent
space, which is modeled as a 10-dimensional Gaussian distribution.
We used factorial normalizing flow (FNF) on top of this as a flexible
prior, where each dimension is a normalizing flow of depth 32. The
FNF can fit multimodal distributions, and so it is ideal for the clas-
sification module. The decoder, on the other hand, consists of four
fully connected neural network layers that takes a 10-dimensional
input from the latent space to a Bernoulli distribution with a logits
parameterization for the binary class prediction. The hyperparame-
ters in the model closely follow those in [10] (learning rate of 1e − 3
and batch size of 2048, as we adopted the weighted minibatches
approach) except that the number of epochs and β terms were set to
300 and 0.5, respectively, based on an empirical study. A thorough
hyperparameter search will be considered in future work.
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As a comparison, we also trained a ResNet50 model with a batch
size of 512 (the maximum batch size that we could fit in Tesla
V100 GPU memory) and 150 epochs (since we saw that the model
converged andwas not improving) with rest of the hyperparameters
matching the VIB model.
Both thesemodels were trained over the 108K image training data
and tested on rest of 12K image test data. The mean classification
accuracy (over two classes) as well as AU-ROC, precision, and recall
metrics were used to measure the accuracy of the classification
model (Table 1b). As a baseline, we trained a ResNet50 model to
predict the label directly from the noisy blended simulation images
(S1), and we evaluated the metrics on the same test data. The mean
accuracy was 0.82. The model trained with S3 as input gave a mean
accuracy of 0.99 with ResNet50 and 0.99 with VIB and, for the two
models, AU-ROC of 0.99 and precision and recall of 0.99 and 0.99,
respectively, showing a significant improvement over the baseline.
For inference, the lens detection module was fed the output from
the deblending module I3 as input to predict I4. We obtained a mean
accuracy of 0.93 with ResNet50 and 0.94 with VIB and, for the two
models, AU-ROC of 0.96 and 0.97, precision of 0.93 and 0.94, and
recall of 0.92 and 0.93, respectively.
The VIB model provides additional insights into the decision-
making of the model by visualizing the latent space and calculating
the uncertainty metrics of entropy and rate. Figure 3(a) shows the
latent space for 12K test data split of S3 images used as input to the
model on the top and I3 input on the bottom. A clear separation
exists between the two classes in the latent space for S3; but for
I3 , the misclassified ones are at the intersection of the modes. To
ascertain the reason for this misclassification, we calculated the rate
metric and found that for the left mode the images falsely classified
as lensed in fact correspond to low values of rate, showing higher
uncertainty in the model predictions. Further inspection revealed
that these points correspond to lowmagnification and low signal-to-
noise ratio; which are difficult for the deblending model to predict.
The entropy metric shows that the model is more uncertain about
the images, which it considers as between the two classes. These
results confirm our intuition, but the rate metric provides better
insights.
4.3 Lens modeling
For the lens modeling, we again used the VIB approach. Only
the lensed images in the deblended simulation data S3 were used
to train the regression model. Hence, a total of 54, 000 were used
for training and 6, 000 for testing. The encoder and decoder in
the VIB model for lens modeling were similar to those used for
lens detection except that the decoder outputs a three-dimensional
vector to predict the lens parameters with the likelihood chosen to
be a Gaussian distribution. Similar to the lens detection VIB model,
the hyperparameters closely follow those in [10] except that the
number of epochs and β terms were set to 300 and 3, respectively,
based on an empirical study. A thorough hyperparameter search
will be considered in future work.
For comparison, we used an additional architecture for the re-
gression module where we implemented a Resnet-101 model for
parameter estimation but with a densely connected layer class with
(a) Latent space comparison for the test data split in training and
inference modality. Clear separation exists between the two
classes in the latent space for the former while the misclassified
data are at the intersection of the modes for the latter.
(b) Rate metric for inference modality. The misclassified lensed
data correspond to low rate value and hence high uncertainty.
Figure 3: Vizualization of the latent space for the lens detec-
tion VIB model.
Flipout estimator [51]. As a baseline, we trained a deterministic
ResNet101 model to predict the lens parameters directly from the
noisy blended simulation images (S1), and we evaluated the metrics
on the same test data split. All of then were trained with same
hyperparameters as VIB except that the batch size was 512 (the
maximum batch size that we could fit in Tesla V100 GPU memory).
The regression accuracy was measured by using the mean abso-
lute error (MAE) in the normalized ([0,1] w.r.t the maximum and
minimum of training data) coordinates, as shown in Table 1c. The
plots comparing the observed and predicted are shown in Fig. 6.
The MAE on the test data split for training modality using the VIB
model was 0.01, which indicates very good agreement with the
ground truth. The corresponding accuracy for the ResNet-101 with
the Flipout estimator was much lower (MAE = 0.09). This result
indicates a superior performance with the VIB model. The baseline
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4: Visualization of latent space (a) with the corre-
sponding regression outputs of the VIBmodel and (b) recon-
structing the input images.
model trained on the S1 data also had a much lower MAE (0.08) on
the test data split.
To gain additional insights into the VIB model, we visualized
itw latent space. Figure 5 shows a 2D t-SNE projection of the 10-
dimensional latent space where every sample of the latent space is
labeled with the corresponding input image. The trend in the data
can be analyzed by visualizing the characteristics of the images
close together in this projected space. We can see that similarly
shaped lenses are grouped together with the solid dots on the far
left; these gradually change to hollow circles as we move right, and
they change to arcs as we move to the bottom. To make a quantita-
tive analysis, we colored the latent samples with the value of the
target variable (three in our case) as seen in 4(a). The results show
that the projection of the latent space admits a gradual change in the
Einstein radius from left to right and one of complex ellipticity from
bottom to top. The ability to obtain a good latent representation
amenable to the regression task is a particularly important feature
of the VIB model, enabling the model to obtain good regression
accuracy albeit with a shallower network and less training time.
In Fig 4(b) we show a similar 2D projection of the 10-dimensional
latent space obtained when we reconstruct the input image instead
of predicting the lens parameters (a common exercise for represen-
tation learning using generative models). We see that although the
gradual change in Einstein radius is admitted in the latent space,
the other two variables have no trend. These results highlight an
important point about the need to custom train the latent space for
a given task in order to make the best use of the model. We obtain
the uncertainty bounds on the model prediction through Monte
Carlo sampling of the latent space posterior illustrated in Figure 6.
For the inference modality, we found that the regression accu-
racy on the 6000 images is slightly lower (MAE of 0.06) than the
accuracies obtained with the training modality but is an improve-
ment over the baseline of 0.08. The Resnet101 model with the dense
Flipout layer has a lower regression accuracy with MAE of 0.11.
5 Conclusions
The combination of high-fidelity simulation data and a systematic
machine learning pipeline is crucial for developing fast and accurate
GGSL analysis techniques for future cosmological surveys. To this
end, we generated a dataset of 120,000 synthetic images (60,000
GGSLs and 60,000 non-GGSLs), which we utilized to develop a deep
learning pipeline with separate modules for denoising, deblending,
lens detection, and modeling The modular nature of our pipeline
allowed us to train, test, and evaluate each component in isolation
and helped us understand their efficacy.
We adopted the EDSR model for denoising and deblending mod-
ules that provided a good recovery (PSNR of 45.66 and 32.69, re-
spectively) of the ground truth for both modules trained on the
simulated data. For lens detection and lens modeling we adopted
the variational information bottleneck (VIB) approach that provides
superior accuracy (12% improvement for lens detection and 25% for
lens modeling) over the baseline and other deep ResNet architec-
tures with only a small fraction of layers. In addition, the VIB model
provides model interpretability by visualizing the latent space. The
lens detection model produces a latent space that perfectly sepa-
rates the two classes, thus demonstrating a good representation
learning capability when tested on the simulation inputs. With the
inference pipeline, the higher uncertainty images (according to the
rate metric) correspond to the misclassified images, which in turn
belong to the low-magnification, low signal-to-noise ratio region
that is known to have difficulty in deblending. For lens modeling, we
find that the learned latent space has more semantic meaning than
that learned with unsupervised methods such as the variational
autoencoder. We therefore conclude that a latent space customized
for a supervised learning task is better suited than unsupervised or
generic representation.
We also identified limitations of the mock data, which are rela-
tively simple models of mass and light profiles of lens and source
galaxies used in the simulation. The choices lead to underestimated
contamination from substructures in the context of both mass and
light distributions of galaxies in the cutouts, in turn leading to
either miscounted images or introduce additional artifacts in the
procedures of all modules. The issue is hardly noticeable in the data
of ground-based surveys because of the large pixel size and spread
of the PSF. It becomes significant, however, in the data of space-
based surveys with much higher spatial resolutions. To widen the
scope of our pipeline, we plan to employ more realistic mass and
light models as well as create a larger image dataset. Eventually,
we intend to utilize the pipeline for real-time lens detection and
modeling with data from next-generation large-scale sky surveys,
including both ground- and space-based telescopes such as Euclid,
LSST, andWFIRST,3 where fast and automated methods of detecting
and characterizing astronomical objects become a necessity.
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